
Your cooling system problems are known and clear. Then what? Firstly, there’s nothing more 
important to you than safely and responsibly achieving maximum throughput. Secondly, our solution 
should interrupt your present production process as little as possible. Your problem is MCO-Team’s  
starting point for ideas. In the engineering phase, we design and develop custom-made cleaning 
installations and solutions which guarantee as well as optimize your cooling capacity for the short 
and long term. The final result can be quantified: reduced maintenance costs, higher throughput, 

higher efficiency and plenty of output. 

A matter of calculating

Each plant or refinery has its own specifications, needs and requirements. What they have in common is that 

designing/drawing systems and measuring/calculating cooling solutions go hand in hand. More than anything, 

your cooling capacity upgrade is a matter of calculating. For example, finding arguments for selecting frequency-

driven fans comes down to comparing figures. Our approach allows you to experience step-by-step progression. 

There’s no such thing as coincidence. Our quality and our advice are unique and proven. Think first, then calculate 

and then act.

Engineering includes delivering and further processing:

• Engineering plans, ready-made for debottlenecking

• Preventive maintenance plans for air-fans

• Developing and engineering automatic cleaning systems
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Integrated solutions focussing on result: cooling capacity.

Independent

MCO-Team is not dependent on suppliers. We do not build, for example, fans or other specific equipment 

ourselves. So, you can rest assured that our advice is not dependent on brands or manufacturers. 

We have an integrated approach to your entire cooling: the fan, engine capacity, bearings, everything. 

We give well-founded advices and practise what we preach. In other words: you get what you need.

Highly-skilled employees 

All our cleaning specialists have the required certificates to work in a responsible and safe way. 

Safety

Our motto is: “the more automation, the safer”. That is why we have developed a number of automatic systems 

for cleaning installations automatically. They can be engineered to fit your situation perfectly, because we have 

an exact picture of your situation.

Would you like to know what you need? Contact us.
We would be pleased to come and tell (and show) you what we can do for you. 
Our method: measuring before and after, and evaluate.
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